COUGAR LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 2020

LEADING THROUGH A CRISIS: EQUIPPING LEADERS WITH TOOLS TO LEAD THROUGH ADVERSITY

TWO DAY SCHEDULE

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11

1:00 PM - WELCOME
2:00 PM - "WINDSHIELDS AND REARVIEW MIRRORS: THE POWER OF LETTING GO TO BUILD A BETTER FUTURE"
CORTNEY LAUGHLIN
3:00 PM - "IMPLICIT BIAS/ RACE & ETHNICITY & LEADING IN TODAY'S TIMES"
JOHNNAE ROBERTS
4:00 PM - "HOW TO FUNDRAISE THROUGH ADVERSITY"
MAIYA BRADSHAW
6:00PM - "LEAD, SERVE, AND CHAT"
CSU ALUMNI - MARIA MOSS, QUENT DELOACH, RAY HERRAS, NICO MOYER

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12

1:00 PM - WELCOME
2:00 PM - “SORRY, MY APOLOGY NEEDS WORK!”
CEDRICIA THOMAS
3:00 PM - “LEADING CHANGE: YOU GO FIRST!”
CHELSEA POWELL
4:00 PM - “NAVIGATING CHANGE: MINIMIZE PANIC TO MAXIMIZE RESULTS”
SHANA YOUNG
7:00PM - "FEARFUL TO FEARLESS"
DARRYL BELLAMY-KEYNOTE SPEAKER